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Leadership and Business Transformation in a World of Change
The world is undergoing radical changes, which
calls for a new kind of leadership. Markets are
continually moving, and new competitors arrive
frequently – a new reality that future leaders
have to maneuver in. While the business and
leader-ship challenges are significant, they give
space for new and fascinating possibilities.
Continuous success requires optimization while
identifying inflection points and preparing for

new seasons to ensure lasting relevance in
future markets. Business today demands a new
approach to organizational strategy and leadership, which drives reinvention of a company
from a position of strength.
The purpose is to inspire and engage every employee in the organization while unleashing
their full potential. We call this Dreams and
Details Leadership.

Programme
The programme offers an end-to-end education in the Dreams & Details Leadership Model.
The course duration will be 4 modules of 2
days during a period of 6-8 months.
The education ensures that participants will be
able to act as transformation agents in their
organizations. We will guide you in creating
your own Dreams & Details Strategy Map in
your organization, as well as getting insights on
how to conduct your own Resilient Leadership
needed for future success.

Facilitated by experienced lecturers and leaders,
and surrounded by peers from different industries, you will understand the uniqueness of the
leadership model and why it outperforms previous strategic development processes.
Crystalize your purpose and formulate the
inspiring dream. Spell out your direction and
ambitions to build the platform for change
through a new mindset and framework.
Identify the crucial details required to make
your dreams come true.
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Module 1

Module 2

Module 3

Module 4

Purpose
Direction (Where)
Ambition (What)
Inspiration (Why)

Challenging Assumptions
Platform Creation
Mindset (How)
Framework (Within)

Roles (Who)
Skills (Ability)
Collaboration (With)
Dynamic Change of Seasons

The Servant Leader
Resilient Leadership
Leadership levels
Leading Change

Practical Information
Application Procedure
Participants are confirmed on a first-come,
first-served basis, considering the applicants’
levels and objectives, and the group’s diversity.
The education is for leaders or soon-to-be
leading employees of private or public sector
organizations.

Fees
The programme fee is EUR 8,000 ex. VAT and
covers tuition, course material, lunches on
working days, as well as an opening and closing
dinner. Transportation and overnight stays are
not included in the price.
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